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The brief:
This contemporary, yet timeless design 
features a stunning contrast between dark 
walnut and a high gloss white finish. Mr and 
Mrs Holding from North East London wanted 
the kitchen to reflect the modern nature of 
their detached home, whilst selecting a design 
that would outlive the whims of fashion. By 
featuring an island centerpiece that combines 
modern functionality with traditional materials, 
Stoneham designer, Emma Jeffrey, was able to 
achieve the look the couple was after.

The solution:
Stoneham Flow high gloss white was the range 
selected for its smooth and uncluttered design to form 
this stunning bespoke kitchen. Silestone white surfaces 
radiating light, border the perimeter of the robust 
walnut island to create a fantastic distinction between 
textured and smooth materials. 

The state of the art island features specialty veneering 
and LED edge lighting to frame the modern worktop. 
The island’s satin walnut doors conform to the sleek 
character of the design and the beautifully high 
gloss facades with integral J-trim handles deliver a 
minimalist, uninterrupted finish. 
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Flow Walnut kitchen with High Gloss White
 design by Emma Jeffrey
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The solution (continued):

Kitted out with a range of modern appliances, including 
Siemens pyrolytic ovens, combi-microwaves and a steam 
induction hob, the integrated appliances offer both quality 
and control for the best results. A visually stunning chrome 
extractor completes the look and provides a focal point for  
the whole design.

With its inconspicuous storage, smooth surfaces, and stunning 
centerpiece this bespoke kitchen offers a truly timeless 
solution for Mr and Mrs Holding. 
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